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Hello from
tive,
Chief Execu

Judi

Firstly, I would like to send you our very best
good wishes from the whole Giggle Doctor team
and hope that you are all safe and well.
As I write this we are in the grips of
the Covid-19 pandemic, and our office
team are working from home and
continuing to keep in touch with you,
our donors and supporters. During this
unprecedented and uncertain time,
Giggle Doctors are understandably
unable to visit children in hospitals, and
we cannot bring to them our moments
of fun and laughter in what may be a
scary situation.
This is why you will see over the coming
weeks and months our virtual Giggle
Doctor programme continuing on all
media platforms, and on our website.
The Giggle Doctors will be able to
offer children those special moments
of escape, magic and play, albeit from
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a distance. We also know from their
feedback that NHS staff love seeing the
Giggle Doctors on their wards and we
want to thank them for their care by
sending some special best wishes via
our media.
We ask that you continue to work with
us through your invaluable donations,
so children, and the NHS staff, know
that the Giggle Doctors are still there
for them and we will be back just as
soon as we can.
Thank you

Judi
theodora.uk@theodora.org

theodora.org.uk
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“Staying in hospital
is pretty boring
and sad but when
the Giggle Doctors
appear, you forget
where you are and
that you feel rubbish.
It is my favourite
time in hospital.”
Lily, aged 16

We recently spoke to Lily’s mum about the
impact of the Giggle Doctor visits for Lily.
“Before Lily was visited by Dr Dotty
and Dr Easy Peasy, she had been feeling
really low, she was on her 46th day in
hospital and missing everything about
home. The first time Lily met the Giggle
Doctors, they appeared at the door and
engaged with her based on her own
possessions. They spotted photos and
talked about these with Lily. There was
lots of silliness, dancing, gymnastics
and blowing bubbles into bubbles! Lily
loved the interactions and was smiling,
laughing and actively taking part.

facebook.com/giveagiggle

The thing that stood out the most
about the Giggle Doctors was their
personal touch. They remembered
that Lily was an aerialist and based
the whole visit around their super
silly gymnastic routines.
They were hilarious!
Dr Dotty and Dr Easy Peasy were also
very receptive to Lily and quickly took
a step back in the moments they felt
Lily was finding it difficult to interact.”

twitter.com/giveagiggle

instagram.com/giveagiggle
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What would be your
Giggle Doctor name?
Dr Leafy as I love plants
and have a special cactus
on my desk at work!

Filmmaker,

Mark

I’m thrilled to be part of Theodora
Children’s Charity as a new
communications volunteer.

Dr Geehee and Dr Ding Dong have
been Giggle Doctors since 2002!
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How long has our longest serving
Giggle Doctor been with Theodora’s?
Dr Ding Dong, Dr Geehee and Dr Doppit
have been Giggle Doctoring since 2002,
so 18 years! That’s a lot of visits and a
lot of Giggles that they have brought
to many children.

How long do Giggle Doctor visits last?
Most Giggle Doctor visits are 4 hours long.
Most hospitals have us in weekly, others
more sporadically.
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What does the training to become
a Giggle Doctor involve?
It’s a rigorous training programme! There
are many artistic modules in which the
trainees learn hard skills such as balloon
work and how to work with props and they
are specially trained to work in the hospital
setting. The trainees then work closely
with Senior Giggle Doctors on hospital
visits, where they practice their skills and
develop their character.

What does managing the programme
involve?
It is my job to make sure that the whole
programme runs efficiently, safely and
successfully. It is important that I build
strong relationships and have good
communication with our hospital partners.
Another important part of my role is to set
our Programme Schedule for the visits.
I also work closely with our two Artistic
Coordinators, to assess the quality of
the programme and provide training and
development opportunities for the Giggle
Doctors. There’s so much more including
budget tracking and impact reporting.
No two days are the same but I love it!
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What do you enjoy the most about
your job?
“A couple of times a month, I visit one
of our hospitals for a programme visit.
Programme visits involve meeting with
our hospital contacts to discuss how our
partnership has been going, meeting
with our Giggle Doctors and seeing them
interact with the children and families.
It is always so warming to speak to
nurses, play staff and parents about what
we do and the difference that it makes
to the children.
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As a filmmaker I had been looking
for a way to utilise my skills and
knowledge to help more people
and when I discovered this charity,
I was blown away their work to bring
smiles and laughter to children.
With the current global health crisis
we’re in at the moment, the isolation
and the uncertainty, reaching out to
children and families who need help is
more important than ever.
I became a parent myself the day
after I officially joined the team as a
volunteer and the work took on a whole
new perspective for me. I’m looking
forward to being part of a team who
are clearly so caring and passionate
about what they do.

twitter.com/giveagiggle

instagram.com/giveagiggle
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Join us on

social
media

uTube!
See the Giggle Doctors on Yo
4n7R4
youtube.com/watch?v=OiTK3T
We maybe in lockdown but that hasn’t
stopped our Giggle Doctors from continuing
to provide virtual moments of fun and laughter!

to the following
corporates who
have provided
generous support:

To see what they are getting up to
and to learn a bit more about the life
of a Giggle Doctor, come and join us
on social media!

Employees from Hugh James’
London office and the Centre for
Strategy and Communcation for
voting for Theodora Children’s Charity
to be their charity partner.
A special mention to Natalia
Rushworthwhite at Hugh James
for nominating us there too!
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Boyes Turner, based in Reading,
who are funding our Giggle Doctor
visits at Royal Berkshire Hospital.
Happythreads for supporting us
as their March ‘charity of the month’.
The team at Rachel Riley for
supporting us again through their
Spring/Summer collection.

theodora.uk@theodora.org

theodora.org.uk

facebook.com/giveagiggle
twitter.com/giveagiggle
instagram.com/giveagiggle

facebook.com/giveagiggle

twitter.com/giveagiggle

instagram.com/giveagiggle
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To make a regular or one off donation online by card
please visit www.theodora.org.uk
Or to donate by cheque please complete the form below:
Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Email:

Thanks for giving us your details, we promise to only use this information to send you communications about our
work, campaigning and fundraising activities. We take the protection of your data very seriously and will never share
your personal details with organisations outside of Theodora Children’s Charity. You can stop these messages at
anytime by contacting us on 020 7713 0044. Our full data protection policy is available online
at www.theodora.org.uk.

Please make cheques payable to:
The Theodora Children’s Charity
and post completed forms to:
The Theodora Children’s Charity,
40 Pentonville Road, London N1 9HF
Please Gift Aid my donation. Boost your donation by 25p of Gift Aid for every £1 you donate.
	
(Please tick)
I want to Gift Aid my donation and any donations I make in the future or the past 4 years to: Theodora Children’s
Charity. I confirm that I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax
in the current tax year than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations, it is my responsibility to pay
any difference.

Registered charity No. 1094532

